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Chris Blackburn @CJBdingo25 · 21 Nov 2018
phasezero.gawker.com/which-islamic-… When Navy Seals came to Abbottabad to take down Bin Laden which British charity chief was in direct contact with him?

I will give you a clue. He was a former ISI director in charge of foreign Mujahideen in Afghanistan and Kashmir. Led US to OBL.

Which Islamic Aid Organization Leader Was Pals W...

Tucked away in the newly released files from Osama bin Laden's Abbottobad compound is evidence that the Al Qaeda leader may have been in contact with a high-lev...

phasezero.gawker.com

ABC News 🌐 @ABC · 16m

JUST IN: GOP members of House Intel Committee call on Adam Schiff to resign his chairmanship.

"We have no faith in your ability to discharge your duties in a manner consistent with your constitutional responsibility, and urge your immediate resignation."

abcn.ws/2hFejwL

Visit abcnews.com
British press have woken up...@carolecadwalla @peterjukes @lukeharding1968 I will try to be kind.

President Trump tonight said that he will declassify the FISA warrants! In addition to my book and congressional testimony released, I think America is about to awaken to many incredible facts about the last three years that no msm has covered. Hold on to your seatbelts. FISA.

Trump and Congress are on the war path! they know what happened.

G’Day cobbers, for all you Joseph Mifsud geeks out there. Mifsud was invited to the Australian government’s World Summit on Uncontrolled Migration in Adelaide, 8-9 March 2016...I wonder if Alexander Downer gave him the invitation. @Brian_Whit @jonworth @LeeSmithDC

Did you arrange for the aborted meeting between Mifsud, Mark Ryan and Dr. John Bruni in Adelaide?

Why did they use a 007 theme for the conference?

Were Julie Bishop and Malcolm Turnbull really meant to be there to meet with Joseph?

Mike Smith?

Former Trump Aide Says Declassified Mueller Report Would Reveal...
Chris Blackburn @CJBdingo25 · 3h
news.com.au/world/north-am...

@AlexanderDowner is in trouble. Tell Dean Godson I say hello @Policy_Exchange.

Trump’s ‘coffee boy’ rips into former Aussie MP
On a recent morning in Hollywood, former Donald Trump aide George Papadopoulos was standing at the counter of the Bourgeois Pig, a hip, di...

Chris Blackburn Retweeted

Chris Blackburn @CJBdingo25 · 19h
Mifsud, alleged 'Kremlin' super spy, was working with Nawaf Obaid and @CNNFreedom at Link Campus.

A BIG story even if you subtract the ‘spy’ that launched Crossfire Hurricane.

What was CNN doing getting into bed with someone linked to the 1MDB scandal? Were they doing PR?

Chris Blackburn Retweeted

Maria Bartiromo @MariaBartiromo · 3h
Coming up next @DevinNunes Exclusive @morningsmaria @FoxBusiness. 8am et There ought to be a reckoning for the intelligence officials and other fantasists who pushed the Russia-collusion narrative, writes @wjmcgurn
I think I have new approach for trying to get through to those still pushing the Russia collusion hoax & denying the DOJ/FBI/CIA abused their power: Ask if they are okay with Trump, RNC & Trump’s Administration doing exact same thing to eventual Democratic presidential candidate.

At least there will be some form of justice....

Rachel Maddow's ratings have plummeted since conclusion of Mueller probe trib.al/mjwCnwu

'Little sticky-wicket man' I did warn you... @husainhaqqani @Chellaney 😁

Some aspects of #cricket apply well in diplomacy, some do not. @ImranKhanPTI, important to resist temptation to ball-tamper with the #Afghanistan peace process and its internal affairs. #AfgPeace

“The entire time I quite fully understood that there would never be any Russian collusion” says former @realDonaldTrump campaign adviser @GeorgePapa19 who was jailed for lying to the FBI in the #Mueller inquiry

My initial response is that I feel quite vindicated. Actually I'd like to echo the...
Why all the lies?  Good question, wrong target. Why all the lies to the Americans about a fabricated investigation? @GeorgePapa19 explains it all in #deepstatetarget- CNN Video cnn.com/videos/politic...

George Papadopoulos Says He Knew Mueller Investigation Was a 'Hoax,' But Was Not Allowed To Speak Up
Chris Blackburn (@CJBdingo25) | Twitter

Chris Blackburn Retweeted

Judge Napolitano 🌼@Judgenap · Mar 26

George Papadopoulos telling me what it’s like being a “Deep State Target”. It’s also the title of his new book... Get a copy

Chris Blackburn Retweeted

Josh Hawley 🌼@HawleyMO · Mar 25

Several weeks ago, I asked the FBI for answers on its counterintelligence probe of @realDonaldTrump. I haven’t gotten any answers. So for starters, I will wholeheartedly support @LindseyGrahamSC call for special counsel and believe it should include FBI

Chris Blackburn Retweeted

Rep. Jim Jordan 🌼@Jim_Jordan · 24h

@SenSchumer on President-elect Trump in Jan. 2017:

“You take on the intelligence community, they have six ways from Sunday at getting back at you.”

What did he mean by that? Was the highest ranking Democrat in Congress suggesting the Intel community would target the President?
@RepAdamSchiff says this week: "Undoubtedly there is collusion."

AG Barr’s letter: No new indictments, no sealed indictments, no collusion, no obstruction.

Did Chairman Schiff read the Attorney General's letter? Why does he continue to mislead the American people?
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Worldwide trends

#OpeningDay
Happy Opening Day: The new MLB season is officially here

Yankees
58.8K Tweets

#PinstripePride
18.6K Tweets

#ChopOn
13.2K Tweets

#ThursdayThoughts
70.2K Tweets

#EverybodyIn
4,598 Tweets

World Series
19.7K Tweets

Wow Air
Airline WOW Air goes bust and cancels all flights

Orioles
6,939 Tweets

Wayne Messam
Wayne Messam, mayor of Miramar, Florida, announces 2020 presidential bid